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I think our guards should focus on keeping the peace of course, never tolerate violent crimes. I don't
want a massive focus on putting people into cages for other things. I think our guards should be
encouraged to issue warnings rather than charges. Instead of a system where we look to punish
people by putting them in cages could we look to give people fines. Could you fine people for being
drunk & disorderly, drunk fights ?. Could you fine drug dealers and take their drugs off them rather
than wasting money putting them in cages ?. With drug dealers could we have a house arrest
system and also couple it with sending them out to do charity work or public work ?. Make drug
dealers work for us. Can we look to make policing more about bringing in some money to the
government rather than the tax payer needing to pay to house stupid drug dealers in cages.
Especially for drugs issues. I agree people need to be punished but not put into cages. I think the
culture of Ireland is that our guards are not heavy handed and that should be encouraged. I want
our guards to police the serious incidents especially people involved in home break ins. Look to
catch these people. That is far more serious than drugs.I don't take drugs myself, I just think its an
issues that is a waste of time mostly, and our punishments are a bit harsh & costly to tax payers, in
this day & age. The idea to me of putting some guy into a cage for selling some weed seems a bit
harsh to me, I don't think its going to help. Could we not just fine him and send him out picking up
rubbish for a few months, maybe have them on house arrest at night if they have a house available.
Drugs need to be illegal but we could make punishments less severe, ban the selling of weed, allow
people to grow weed to , fine people who sell weed and send them out picking up rubbish. Or we
can keep wasting money housing them in cages, Prison is probably like crime collage for criminals
also so its not going to help. Do home arrest ?.
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How about starting research into artificial intelligence police camera bots. If an A.I. bot could be
trained to spot a fight via camera, that could be useful. An a.i could potentially view 1000's of
cameras and signal guards when it spots a fight. I don't want our police watching us all the time, but
if they had a machine that watched us which only contacted guards when a fight started, say on one
of the roads in Dublin city, that could help to prevent violent crime. Put some of these camera
systems outside night clubs or in cities. This technology is being developed so why not start an Irish
research program to create a camera police A.I system. They already have tech years ago that can
spot card counters in casinos so Im sure you could train a machine to spot a fight. Guard could come
then an break up drunk fights. Maybe a night in the cells and a warning for those who continue to
cause trouble when guards try to break fights up. That would help keep the peace. I don't want
people to be put in cages for drunk fights.

